
Types of Figurative 
Language 

 
All kinds of writers from all genres of 
writing, especially poets, use figurative 
language devices to enhance the mean-
ing of their sentences. 
 
 

 
Metaphor 
A metaphor is a figurative language de-
vice that represents one thing as if it were 
another, or compares two things not nor-
mally viewed as similar, such as "time is a 
thief." This comparison draws attention to 
the way time is quick and stealthy. 
 
Simile 
A simile is similar to a metaphor in that it 
compares two unlike things; however, a 
simile compares using "like" or "as." For 
example, "she ran like the wind." 
 
Hyperbole 
Hyperbole is an overstatement or exagger-
ation of speech for an effect. In the exam-
ple "the ball bounced to the sky," the ball 
did not literally reach the sky, but the hy-
perbolic expression suggests the ball 
bounced extremely high, so it seemed as 
though it touched the sky. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Oxymoron 
An oxymoron is an example of figurative 
language that contains two seemingly con-
tradictory elements, such as "wise fool," 
"jumbo shrimp" or "icy hot." 
 
Metonymy 
Using a physical object to indicate a larger 
idea is named metonymy. For instance, the 
word "crown" can refer to a king or a mo-
narchical system, or even an entire royal 
family. Journalists often refer to the United 
States government as "Washington," as in 
"We'll wait to see how Washington responds 
to this recent change in developments." 
 
Imagery 
Detailed description which incorporates 
many of the five senses -- sight, sound, 
smell, taste and touch -- is called imagery. 
When a writer uses imagery, he or she cre-
ates a "mental picture" for the reader. That 
means the descriptions are so vivid the 
reader can almost imagine he or she is 
there. Many of the other figurative language 
devices can be examples of imagery. 
 
Onomatopoeia 
Defined as a word, which imitates the natu-
ral sounds of a thing. It creates a sound ef-
fect that mimics the thing described, mak-
ing the description more expressive and in-
teresting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Personification 
A figure of speech in which a thing, an idea 
or an animal is given human attributes. The 
non-human objects are portrayed in such a 
way that we feel they have the ability to act 
like human beings. The sentence "The sun 
smiled down on me" depicts the sun as 
"smiling" to express the idea that sun rays 
feel friendly and warm, although a sun is 
incapable of literally smiling. 
 
 
Symbolism 
The use of symbols to signify ideas and 
qualities by giving them symbolic meanings 
that are different from their literal sense. 
Generally, it is an object representing anoth-
er to give it an entirely different meaning 
that is much deeper and more significant. 
Sometimes, however, an action, an event or 
a word spoken by someone may have a 
symbolic value. For instance, “smile” is a 
symbol of friendship. Symbols do shift their 
meanings depending on the context they are 
used in. “A chain”, for example, may stand 
for “union” as well as “imprisonment”. 
Thus, symbolic meaning of an object or an 
action is understood by when, where and 
how it is used. It also depends on who reads 
them. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Idiom 
A set expression or a phrase comprising 
two or more words. The expression is not 
interpreted literally. The phrase is under-
stood as to mean something quite different 
from what individual words of the phrase 
would imply. Alternatively, it can be said 
that the phrase is interpreted in a figura-
tive sense. Further, idioms vary in differ-
ent cultures and countries. 
 
Alliteration 
A stylistic device in which a number of 
words, having the same first consonant 
sound, occur close together in a series. 
 
Irony 
A figure of speech in which words are 
used in such a way that their intended 
meaning is different from the actual mean-
ing of the words. It may also be a situation 
that may end up in quite a different way 
than what is generally anticipated. In sim-
ple words, it is a difference between the 
appearance and the reality. There are two 
types: situational and dramatic. 
 
Anaphora 
In writing or speech, the deliberate repe-
tition of the first part of the sentence in 
order to achieve an artistic effect.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sarcasm 
Derived from French word sarcasmor and 
also from a Greek word sarkazein that 
means “tear flesh” or “grind the teeth.” In 
simple words it means to speak bitterly. The 
literal meaning is different than what the 
speaker intends to say through sarcasm. 
Sarcasm is meant to mock with often satiri-
cal or ironic remarks with a purpose to 
amuse and hurt someone or some section of 
society simultaneously. There are several 
types: self-deprecating, raging, manic, ob-
noxious, polite, deadpan, brooding, etc. 
 
Pun 
The usually humorous use of a word in such 
a way as to suggest two or more of its 
meanings or the meaning of another word 
similar in sound. Example: "Firefighting 
sparks my interest." 
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